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Hotel Housekeeping
Subroutines

In Chapter 10 the pri-
mary housekeeping function of the department was pre-
sented as a chronology of events that normally consti-
tutes the daily routine. There are many other functions,
however, with which the housekeeping department may
become involved. They are also best presented as rou-
tines, even though they do not all take place on a daily
basis. These routines, which we call subroutines, are vital
to total operations and should be given equal planning
attention with the daily routine.

Subroutines can be presented through standard oper-
ating procedures (SOPs), several of which have been
shown in Chapter 9 (lost-and-found procedures, key
control, and procedures for changing door locks). It may
appear that much of what will be described in this chap-
ter cannot be delegated without abdication of responsi-
bilities. This is not a correct assumption, as the astute
professional manager will realize. Budgeting, for exam-
ple, occurs so seldom (once a year) that junior managers
may never have an opportunity to become involved be-
fore they are transferred and/or promoted. Every man-
ager within the department therefore must become in-
volved at every opportunity if professional development
is to take place.

Table 11.1 contains topical areas and associated rou-
tines that will be encountered in most housekeeping op-
erations from time to time, and, rather than be consid-
ered exceptions to the daily routine, should be thought
of as subroutines. A detailed analysis of each of the sub-
routines in Table 11.1 is worthy of the executive house-
keeper’s time and effort in order that they also become
routines rather than exceptions to the daily routine.

As with the daily routine, subroutines lend them-
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selves to control by forms. Some require only limited
planning and policy formulation regarding their sub-
stance, whereas others need detailed planning and care-
ful implementation. We will now look at each of these
subroutines, keeping in mind the importance of proper
delegation to overall department morale, effectiveness,
and efficiency of operation.

Cleaning and Maintenance

Public Area Cleaning

Guestroom attendants (GRAs) are efficiently used
when their efforts are confined to the guestroom areas
of the hotel. The section housekeeping aide provides
support to the housekeeping team and performs certain
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duties related to the maintenance of guestroom corri-
dors, stairwells, elevators, vending areas, and satellite
linen room stocking and maintenance. There are, how-
ever, other areas that require cleaning and maintenance
throughout a facility and for which the executive house-
keeper is often responsible. In very large hotels, such as
hotel/casinos, that have an enormous amount of public
space, there may be a need for an entirely separate de-
partment devoted to cleaning, often referred to as a pub-

lic areas department. The administrator of that depart-
ment often goes by the title of director of public areas

and is considered to be on the same level as the execu-
tive housekeeper. In a full-service hotel, there is often
one other department whose primary mission is to clean,
and that is the stewards department in the kitchens. This
department is usually administered by an individual with
the title chief steward.

However, in smaller properties, the organizational
structure will be similar to what we saw in the Division
of Work Document presented in Chapter 2. We saw that
there may be many public areas under the executive
housekeeper’s umbrella of responsibility that require
daily if not hourly attention. Hotel lobbies, public rest-
rooms, lobby thoroughfares, offices, banquet area rest-
rooms, employee locker rooms, and assorted service ar-
eas require scheduled cleaning and maintenance. Such
functions normally fall under the supervisory responsi-
bility of the senior housekeeping aide, who should be a
specialist in unique cleaning and maintenance tasks. Re-
calling the established organization for the model hotel,
the lobby housekeepers, housekeeping aides, and utility
housekeeping personnel normally report to the senior
housekeeping aide and are available for the large num-
ber of specialized tasks that must be performed. Such
personnel should be uniquely uniformed and tempera-
mentally suited for work among members of the general
public.

Cleaning and maintenance circuits (rounds) need to
be established in order that all areas of concern are kept
under control. The straightening and repositioning of
furniture, the emptying of ash urns and ashtrays, the
cleaning of smudges from glass doors and mirrors, and
the servicing of public restrooms can require attention

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES

After studying the chapter, students should be able to:

1. List and describe other vital functions of the hotel housekeeping department—subroutines.

2. Define the term subroutine.

3. Generate a standard operating procedure for a subroutine.

4. Describe the importance of preplanning subroutines.

TABLE 11.1 Topical Areas and Routines

Topical Area Subroutine

Cleaning and maintenance Public area cleaning

General cleaning of guest-

rooms

Projects

Maintenance work-request

programs

Operation controls Room inspections

Total property inspections

Inventories

Personnel use (forecasting

and analysis)

Period statement critiques

Purchasing Cleaning and guest supplies

Linens

Personnel administration Time card control

Payroll administration

Performance appraisals

Communication and Departmental meetings

training

Long-range planning Budget formulation



as little as once every eight hours and as often as once
every 15 minutes, depending upon the circumstances.
Figures 11.1 through 11.13 are examples of special clean-
ing requirements in the public areas at the Bellagio, Las
Vegas. Director of Public Areas Donald G. Trujillo has a
staff of 439 employees in his department, including 281
casino porters and 129 utility porters. Employees func-
tioning under the senior housekeeping aide or the direc-
tor of public areas must be trained to respond to these
needs without immediate and direct supervision.
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Special initiative might be expected of the lobby
housekeeper to modify the cleaning circuit based on ob-
servations of crowds as they migrate through the hotel.
For example, lack of activity in the lobby during certain
hours of the day would indicate that less attention is re-
quired once an area has been properly serviced.Times of
heavy check-in may warrant the prolonged and contin-
ued attention of the lobby housekeeper to the point that
this person cannot leave the specific lobby area until the
crowd subsides.

Figure 11-1 Donald Trujillo,
Director of Public Areas at Bellagio
poses for the camera—not in the
lobby, but in a back-of-the-house
corridor with a colorful mural on
the wall and, yes, marble floors! At
Bellagio it is difficult to tell where
the front of the house begins and
the back of the house ends. (Photo

courtesy of Bellagio, Las Vegas, an MGM

Mirage property.)

Figure 11-2 Here a Bellagio
public area housekeeping aide
(casino porter) puts away a
vacuum. In a large casino/hotel
there is an immense amount of
money invested in supplies and
equipment. There were more than
20 vacuums present in this
storeroom. (Photo courtesy of Bellagio,

Las Vegas, an MGM Mirage property.)



Supplies and equipment must be suitable and,
where necessary, specialized for the tasks. Standard
equipment for lobby personnel is a specially designed
cart that is stocked with necessary supplies. Microfiber
floor mops, vacuum cleaners, and dusting materials are
carried on carts with good trash-handling capability
and paper supply transport. The lobby housekeeper
and aide should not only be equipped to handle rou-
tine tasks, but they should have specialized equipment
on hand, such as paint scrapers to keep ahead of (or
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Figure 11-3 A public area
housekeeping aide (porter) may
work on a cleaning circuit. Here
such an aide is touching up a
public restroom sink at Bellagio.
The public bathrooms use an
average of 39,264 rolls of toilet
paper each month! (Photo courtesy of

Bellagio, Las Vegas, an MGM Mirage

property.)

Figure 11-4 Yes, the modesty
panels in this men’s room are
made of marble, as are the floors.
Exquisite furnishings and fixtures
like these present a real challenge
to the public areas department. As
an added touch, the staff embosses
the ends of the toilet paper in the
restrooms whenever they enter to
touch up the facility. (Photo courtesy

of Bellagio, Las Vegas, an MGM Mirage

property.)

behind) those who deposit chewing gum on concrete
walks, hard floors, or even carpets. Indoor hard sur-
faces such as decorative Mexican clay tile or terrazzo
floors require specialized equipment for cleaning and
maintenance. In most cases, carpet shampooing re-
quires the use of special equipment and skills in equip-
ment maintenance. Normally, specially trained em-
ployees who perform work such as carpet shampooing
will be under the direction of the senior housekeeping
aide.
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After the day shift has been relieved by the second
shift, the night supervisor is responsible for public area
cleaning and maintenance, as well as guestroom clean-
ing. The senior housekeeping aide and the night supervi-
sor are therefore vital to the success of the overall
housekeeping operation. The executive housekeeper
should work to establish, then strengthen, the technical
and supervisory skills of these two employees. Most of
all, the executive housekeeper should delegate properly
and then allow these supervisors the opportunity to do
their jobs and not interfere, other than to coach and
counsel in the performance of assigned tasks.

Figure 11-6 Vronny Bartor makes certain there are no
blemishes on the floor in her lobby at the Bellagio. If you
need directions to the high-limit gaming area, she will
point you in the right direction. (Photo courtesy of Bellagio,

Las Vegas, an MGM Mirage property.)

Figure 11-5 Here Guerardo Sanchez puts a shine on a
drinking fountain. The plants behind him are real, as are
all of the plants in the hotel. (Photo courtesy of Bellagio, Las

Vegas, an MGM Mirage property.)

Figure 11-7 Even the ashtrays are made of marble at
the Bellagio. It is difficult to see in the photo, but the
black sand in each ashtray is imprinted with the Bellagio
crest. (Photo courtesy of Bellagio, Las Vegas, an MGM Mirage

property.)

Figure 11-8 There is always a need to replace worn
furnishings, such as the carpet, but it all cannot be done
overnight. Here is an example of old and new carpet side
by side in the main casino. Because a casino never closes,
the refurbishment is done in small stages late on the
graveyard shift. (Photo courtesy of Bellagio, Las Vegas, an MGM

Mirage property.)



Both the senior housekeeping aide and the night su-
pervisor should be involved in establishing the standard
operating procedures for performance of public area
housekeeping and in developing job descriptions for em-
ployees under their control. Although actual employ-
ment is a management decision, these two supervisors
should be allowed to question and give indication of
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their approval of any employee considered for assign-
ment to areas under their supervisory control.

General Cleaning of Guestrooms

The routine servicing of guestrooms normally includes
removing rubbish, changing linens, thoroughly cleaning

Figure 11-9 Here an elevator
foyer absolutely gleams at
Bellagio. (Photo courtesy of Bellagio,

Las Vegas, an MGM Mirage property.)

Figure 11-10 One of the
hallways in the convention area.
Most of the flooring is either wool
carpets or marble. On an average
day at Bellagio there are 25 people
who do nothing but clean carpets
and 24 people who spend their
entire time maintaining the
marble. (Photo courtesy of Bellagio, Las

Vegas, an MGM Mirage property.)
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bathrooms, vacuuming floors (when necessary), lightly
dusting or damp wiping flat surfaces, and setting up and
supplying the room for the next stay-over guest. Guest-
rooms also need a periodic general or deep cleaning.

Tasks such as high dusting, vacuuming drapes and
casements, wiping down walls, cleaning carpet edges and
vent filters, moving beds and furniture, and turning mat-
tresses must be performed on a regular, but not daily 
basis. The frequency of such general cleanings depends
on heaviness of use, weather conditions, and quality of
routine maintenance.

General cleaning can be performed by the GRA or
by a special team of employees who do nothing other
than general cleaning of rooms. I have been involved
with operations in which guestrooms were general
cleaned by GRAs assisted by section housekeeping
aides, as well as with operations in which a specialized
team was used to do nothing but general clean guest-
rooms. My experience strongly favors general cleaning
by regular personnel; the added workload is not neces-
sarily so difficult that additional personnel must be
added to the staff for this task.

A good general cleaning should take approximately
twice as long as a routine room servicing. For example,
consider a typical day of 81⁄2 hours. Remember that each
employee has 30 minutes for lunch and two 15-minute
breaks, leaving 71⁄2 hours for work. Let us assume that a
GRA can service three rooms routinely in 1 hour and
needs 1⁄2 hour to service the housekeeping cart at the end
of the day. Depending on the nature of the hotel and its

Figure 11-11 A typical public area utility closet at the
Bellagio. Note the chemical mixing station at the rear of
the closet. (Photo courtesy of Bellagio, Las Vegas, an MGM Mirage

property.)

Figure 11-12 A unique property
poses some unique challenges in
cleaning, such as the Dale Chihuly
chandelier in the lobby. It takes
two workers two days just to clean
the top of the chandelier/sculpture.
(Photo courtesy of Bellagio, Las Vegas, an

MGM Mirage property.)



Figure 11-13 Another unique
public area to clean is the
Conservatory at Bellagio. In the first
photograph (photo A), is the
romantic grand staircase, and the
second and third photos (photos B
and C) illustrate the challenge of
keeping all of these giant
butterflies tidy. “Now, if they would
only hold still!” (Photos courtesy of

Bellagio, Las Vegas, an MGM Mirage

property.)
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Change Agents

Larry Shideler
PRESIDENT

PROTEAM, INC.

The concept of backpack vacuums began in the
1970s at Western Building Maintenance (WBM),
which Larry Shideler founded in 1962. At the
time Larry had used some of the old metal units
made by Clarke, but they were square, very
heavy, and uncomfortable. It was then that
Shideler decided to make his own units out of
PVC pipe.

This invention turned out to work very well,
and Shideler learned that he could clean build-
ings much faster, reducing labor costs signifi-
cantly. Backpacks turned out to be a major factor
in making WBM the largest contract cleaner in
the state of Idaho.

Building WBM into a large successful com-
pany was rewarding, but dealing with hundreds of
employees and the multiple problems that go
with running a service business led Shideler to
sell WBM and move onto something new.

In December of 1987, Shideler incorporated
ProTeam, Inc. and introduced the first modern
backpack vacuum, the QuarterVac. At that time,
ProTeam had three employees—Shideler, a sec-
retary, and the secretary’s husband, who manu-
factured the units in his garage.

Yes, ProTeam was literally started from the
garage up! To say that things took off from there
would be a lie. Finding sales representatives and
distributors to sell a new product proved to be
very difficult, and in 1990, ProTeam almost closed
the doors for good.

Instead of giving up, Shideler, got a few in-
vestors and gave it one last push. Sale by sale,
ProTeam started to gain more distributors, and in
1991, ProTeam posted its first profit and has
never looked back. In 1993, the company sold
more than 10,000 vacuums. In 1997, nearly 27,000
vacuums and 60,000 packages were shipped out
of the Boise warehouse, and Pro-Team had grown
to nearly 40 employees, 60 sales reps, and more
than 600 distributors.

Shideler has created a progressive culture
within ProTeam and does his best to eliminate
turnover by paying very competitive wages, offer-
ing the best benefits, and promoting from within.
The corporate philosophy is “Happy people
know no limits.”

In 1997, ProTeam, Inc. won the Boise Cham-
ber’s Small Business of the Year Award for
medium-sized companies. ProTeam, Inc. was re-
cently notified by Industry Week magazine that it
had been named one of the winners of the Grow-
ing Companies 25 Award. The magazine high-
lights America’s most successful small manufac-
turers.

Larry Shideler is a recognized industry leader
in JanSan education. Through his sponsorship of
research on cleaning and his Team Cleaning®

Seminars, he has taught the industry how to be-
come more efficient and effective in its approach
to cleaning.

His concern for occupant health, including the
health of the housekeeping staff, is clearly
demonstrated by his concern over particulate
matter released by ordinary vacuums. ProTeam

vacuums possess an elaborate Four Level Filtra-

tion® system that ensures there is no adverse im-
pact on indoor air quality. Finally, unlike some
other manufacturers, Shideler has welcomed and
supported the efforts of the Carpet and Rug In-

stitute in developing its certification program for
vacuums.

clientele, each GRA can service from 14 to 20 rooms per
day. This leaves 15 minutes to add to one room for deep
cleaning. If each GRA general cleans one assigned room
each day, each room will receive a deep cleaning once
every 15–20 days.

The section housekeeping aide also becomes involved
in general cleaning because of the need to move furni-
ture and perform high dusting of several rooms. A sec-
tion housekeeping aide may be required to help more
than one GRA. If the section housekeeping aide be-
comes overloaded, a utility housekeeping aide might be
employed to assist in the general cleaning of guestrooms.
Supervisors should keep records of rooms that have re-
ceived general cleaning in order that each room receive
such cleaning on a regular basis.

Projects

The management of every housekeeping department re-
quires the performance of occasional special projects.
Periodic shampooing of a specific carpeted area, strip-
ping and refinishing a hard-surfaced floor, removing
scuff marks on a seldom-used but accountable space,
and cleaning and sanitizing rubbish-handling equipment
are projects that must be scheduled from time to time
based on someone’s observation during an inspection.
These projects are usually the purview of the senior
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housekeeping aide. The results of an early-morning in-
spection conducted by the senior housekeeping aide
(see Figure 10.10) may lead to such projects.

Special projects are performed by utility personnel
under supervision. Records of projects should be main-
tained and reviewed periodically to determine the ex-
tent of man-hours being expended on this type of work.
Many projects can be eliminated in the future by making
them part of routine work. In addition, projects justify
the maintenance of man-hour expenditure records that
can later be used to substantiate the need for additional
budgeted hours in the staffing of the department.

Maintenance Work Request Programs

Many times the quality and condition of a facility can be
assessed by investigating the relationship that exists be-
tween the executive housekeeper and the chief engineer.
When this relationship is positive and the people are
mutually respectful of each other’s responsibilities and
workload, the physical appearance of a hotel will be ex-
cellent. When such positive relationships do not exist,
property inspections will reveal little in addition to what
might be expected—a substandard facility.

I recall a philosophy told to me by a ruddy up-
through-the-ranks chief during my initial housekeeping
training:

You keep the place clean, and if you can’t clean it like it
was new, let me know and I’ll replace it or repair it so
you can; but I need your eyes in the hotel because I can’t
be everywhere at one time and I don’t have the staff to
look for problems.

Specifically, the chief engineer is charged with the re-
pair and physical maintenance of a hotel facility (main-
tenance does not refer to guestroom servicing). The ex-
ecutive housekeeper is responsible for cleanliness and
maintenance (servicing) of specific areas. The house-
keeping department staff is much larger than the engi-
neering department and is therefore in a better position
to look for and find areas in need of repair and mainte-
nance. The major concern is to have a reporting and fol-
low-up system between the two departments that allows
for the orderly flow of information. Figure 11.14 is a
standard form used for requesting repair and mainte-
nance services not available through normal cleaning.

The Maintenance Work Request Form is composed
of two soft copies and one hard copy and is serialized for
easy reference when communicating about a reported
discrepancy. The top copy (usually soft white) is filled
out and kept by the department initiating the report; the
other two copies are forwarded to engineering, where
the request is logged in so that materials can be ordered
and work scheduled. When work is completed, the rest
of the form is filled in and the second (soft blue) copy is
returned to the initiating department for comparison
and progressing of the original request. Work is then in-

spected, and, if completed satisfactorily, the soft (white
and blue) Work Request Forms may be destroyed. The
hard (bottom) copy remains with the engineering de-
partment as a record of time and materials expended.

The system is simple, but in many cases it is not used
in a manner that will ensure that repair and maintenance
are properly accomplished. The secret to a successful
maintenance and repair program stems from under-
standing two important precepts: (1) the executive
housekeeper will not be allowed to dictate the priorities
of the chief engineer’s workload, and (2) paper is cheap.

If the discrepancy is not corrected in a reasonable pe-
riod of time, write it out again and mark it second re-
quest. Should there be a parts or material problem, the
chief engineer may communicate this fact to the execu-
tive housekeeper and indicate that further Maintenance
Work Request Forms will be unnecessary. In addition,
second requests might indicate that the priority of the
engineer’s workload precludes the immediate response
to certain types of requests, or that the engineering de-
partment will schedule certain service requests with oth-
ers of a similar nature (such as vinyl repairs, furniture re-
pairs, and painting). Items that will cause a guestroom to
be out of order should be given the highest priority by
the chief engineer.

If a property is to be kept in a proper state of repair,
there will be an abundance of Maintenance Work Re-
quests, many of which will be repeated.The age of a prop-
erty will determine how many requests from the house-
keeping department might be in the pipeline at any given
time. The prime consideration is remembering that per-
sonnel in the housekeeping department are the “eyes” of
the engineering department in areas under the responsi-
bility of the executive housekeeper and that everything

not in order and not cleanable must be repaired if the
property is to be maintained in a like-new condition.

The executive housekeeper must develop a system
that fosters the writing of Maintenance Work Requests.
It is best to require that a certain number of Mainte-
nance Work Requests be written by the department each
week. Such specific requirements help ensure that every
defect has a chance of being reported. Examples of what
should be reported are minor tears in hallway and room
vinyl, chips and scratches in furniture, leaky faucets, bro-
ken lamp switches, and burned-out light bulbs (not un-
der the purview of housekeeping). Areas in need of
paint, noisy air-conditioners, bad TV reception, minor
carpet repair problems (seams coming unglued), doors
that rattle when closed, and unsightly tile caulking in
bathtubs are also subject to Maintenance Work Re-
quests.

I recall systems whereby all supervisors and depart-
ment managers were required to write a minimum of 10
work orders each week. Such a requirement forced the
“look” so greatly needed by the engineering depart-
ment. When I was an executive housekeeper, I wrote 40
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Operational Controls

Room Inspections

Methods of conducting room inspections of guestrooms
may take many forms. In addition, room inspections may
be given great, varied, or no emphasis, depending on the
management style of the hotel’s department heads and
general managers. Some hotels employ inspectors—peo-
ple whose only operational function is to inspect guest-
rooms and report their findings. Other hotels never in-
spect guestrooms, and still others have sophisticated
inspection procedures.

A project for students in a senior housekeeping man-
agement class in the Las Vegas area was for them to sur-
vey inspection techniques of several hotels. Students had
to describe the results and effectiveness of the inspec-
tion programs they surveyed. Certain hotels employed
inspectors, others used floor supervisors to inspect every
room before its being reported ready for occupancy, oth-
ers had periodic room inspections by a general manager,
and some had no inspection programs at all.

Results were measured by the appearance and clean-
liness of guestrooms inspected. Surprisingly, those hotels

Figure 11-14 A typical
Maintenance Work Request Form,
which has two soft copies and one
hard copy. These serialized records
are kept for the disposition of all
problems and discrepancies.

work orders each week. Those 40, in addition to ones
written by other department managers and supervisors,
totaled over 100 work orders each week. The property
was six years old but looked new because the systems
described here were meticulously followed.

Another system whereby the executive housekeeper
and chief engineer cooperate is in combining the general
cleaning program with the maintenance program.
Clarence R. Johnson1 suggests that each month 25 per-
cent of the rooms receiving a general deep cleaning
should also receive a thorough maintenance inspection.
Every room would therefore be completely checked
three times a year and maintained in a near-perfect con-
dition. Figure 11.15 is an example of a Maintenance

Checklist proposed by Johnson that could be used in
such a program.

Proper relationships inspiring mutual cooperation be-
tween the executive housekeeper and the chief engineer
may at times be difficult to maintain. This usually stems
from differences in background. This fact, however,
should in no way detract from the professional effort

necessary to make a relationship work for the good of
the property. Gentle persistence and persuasion are usu-
ally the key and can cause strong relationships to grow.
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employing inspectors did not fare well in the surveys;
nor did hotels with elaborate inspection forms used reg-
ularly by supervisors. Hotels with well-maintained and
very clean rooms were those that were intermittently
inspected, or spot-checked, by people in the operational
supervisory chain (floor supervisors, section managers,
the executive housekeeper, sometimes GRAs, occasion-
ally someone outside the department, and especially the
hotel general manager). Inspection forms that stated
simple and reasonable standards of performance were

also in evidence in these hotels. (Refer to Figure 1.2, not-
ing a guestroom inspection form whereby standards are
indicated for the several areas of concern that might be
encountered in a guestroom. A simple checkmark indi-
cates that the standard is being met, that items need im-
provement, or that an item is unsatisfactory. An indica-
tion of “unsatisfactory” must be corrected before the
room is rented.)

Inspectors outside the operational framework for
cleaning guestrooms (floor supervisors and GRAs) risk

Figure 11-15 Maintenance
Checklist identifies furniture,
fixtures, and equipment in the
guestroom. Each month 25 percent
of the rooms should be inspected
and necessary repairs made. Thus,
every room would be completely
checked three times a year. Records
should be kept of the date the
room is checked and work
completed. (Reprinted from article in

Lodging magazine (May 1984),

“Maintenance: A Workable Program for

the Smaller Property,” by Stan Gottlieb,

based on an interview with Clarence R.

Johnson, Melcor. Copyright 1984,

American Hotel Association Directory

Corporation.)
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nothing if they complain heavily about substandard
items or conditions, since they would not be held ac-
countable for correcting them. These inspectors are
therefore resented by those having to do the work. Hu-
man dynamics dictates that the inspectors would be bet-
ter liked if they did not complain heavily about discrep-
ancies. Floor supervisors who spot-check employees

assigned to operational control are much more likely to
find solutions to substandard performance and, as a re-
sult, improve the performance of employees. Spot-
checking two or three rooms each day from each section
seems to give all the indication needed to bring about
top-quality performance from each employee. Such ac-
tion also allows each GRA to report his or her own

Figure 11-15 (continued)



rooms ready for reoccupancy, thus enriching the job and
improving efficiency of communication between house-
keeping and the front desk.

There is also much to be said about displaying trust
and confidence in employees, which is a great motivator
for proper performance. In addition, most section house-
keepers are proud of their work and look forward to ex-
posing the results of their efforts to those in authority. It
is for this reason that the executive housekeeper and the
resident and/or general manager should regularly in-
spect guestrooms. The importance of managers inspect-
ing guestrooms regularly cannot be overemphasized.
Not only is the inspection of the room paramount, but
the opportunity for the manager to associate with his or
her employees on the job is of great importance.

There are more than 600 employees in the house-
keeping organization at the Excalibur Hotel in Las Ve-
gas. Such a large number of employees can present a lay-
ering problem within the organization that might be
hard to overcome. There will always be a few problem
employees, but those who are outstanding need the
“positive stroke” of the manager who cares about his or
her employees as individuals. When the work is well
done, some well-placed humor helps to express warmth
and acknowledge the value of a good employee (Figure
11.16).

Such expectation of inspections by higher authority
usually brings about an added emphasis on total work
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quality on inspection day and, as a result, tends to im-
prove the appearance of each room cleaned.

A technique of inspection that has merit in areas in
which specific employees are not performing up to stan-
dard is to let the GRA conduct the inspection in the
presence of the designated inspector and supervisor.
Specifically, the person inspecting invites the person who
cleaned the room to inspect and report while the man-
ager or supervisor writes notes on the inspection form.
This technique has proved enlightening to many GRAs
who must, in the presence of their supervisor and man-
ager, expose not only their questionable work but also
their quality work.

Inspection programs for guestrooms should be con-
ducted in such a way that quality performance is amply
noted and publicized. Programs involving “the house-
keeper of the week,” who earns points toward a mean-
ingful prize over some given time period, is effective in
motivating employees to excel. A GRA must under-
stand that his or her reputation as a GRA will never be
better than the weakest of all GRAs in the department.
This information reminds each of them that they need
and must support each other to accomplish quality work,
and fosters commitment to standards.

Another technique whereby room appearance and
cleanliness can be made to flourish is with a team system
of reward. In earlier chapters the team system of sched-
uling for guestroom maintenance was presented for the

Figure 11-15 (continued)



model hotel. Performance systems were designed
whereby each GRA was expected to clean 18 guest-
rooms in each eight-hour shift. There are programs
whereby each team that properly finishes its work has
rooms spot-checked by an outside supervisor or man-
ager and, given proper results, is provided with an added
incentive of leaving early and receiving credit for the full
eight-hour shift. (This would be allowed only on a team
basis, never on an individual basis; otherwise the team
aspect of performance could be destroyed.)

In summary, room inspections are essential to quality
guestroom cleanliness and servicing and should be con-
ducted regularly. The more efficient systems do not in-
volve the total inspection of every guestroom cleaned.
Spot inspections, properly recorded by floor supervisors,
department managers, and the general manager, have
proven to be the most effective form of room inspection
program. Recognition should be given for quality work,
and work incentives should be created to encourage
high-quality performances, especially team perfor-
mance.

Total Property Inspections

If hotels are to be maintained as top-quality facilities, it
is not enough that the executive housekeeper inspect
only guestrooms or, for that matter, be the only one who
does inspect rooms. Not only does the entire property
require a thorough, regular, and carefully orchestrated
property inspection program, but guestrooms need to be
looked at by more than one management person. A
fresh look is needed to ensure that items viewed but not
seen are eventually picked up for correction. Managers
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above the executive housekeeper in the table of organi-
zation may delegate the task of rooms maintenance to
the executive housekeeper but may not abdicate their
own responsibility of ensuring that the hotel is properly
maintained.

Other departments also have cleaning responsibili-
ties. The restaurant manager, bar manager, chef, and
catering manager have large areas for which they are
held accountable for proper cleaning, maintenance, and
safe operation. The chief engineer may be held account-
able for the entire outside area of the facility, including
shrubs, grounds, and parking areas.

In the Division of Work Document in Chapter 2, the
executive housekeeper is instrumental in ensuring that
each part of the property is permanently assigned to a
specific department manager for upkeep. Thus, there
should be a manager responsible for every square foot,
corner, and crack of the hotel. The Division of Work
Document should in fact be used to establish a zone in-
spection program (see the following section) whereby
every part of the property is identified and periodically
looked at to ensure that proper maintenance, cleanli-
ness, and safety of both space and operation are being
maintained.

Finally, the fresh look we mentioned not only brings
another pair of eyes into an area, it also allows for ori-
entation and development of management personnel in
areas in which they may not normally be operationally
involved.A property inspection that uses the front office
manager to inspect housekeeping and the executive
housekeeper to inspect kitchens is good training for fu-
ture growth and development of managers for promo-
tion and greater responsibilities.

Figure 11-16 Sonja Beaton-
Wiker, Executive Housekeeper,
Excalibur Hotel in Las Vegas, adds a
touch of humor to her comment to
one of her GRAs during a room
inspection. Wiker asks, “I see the
nice ‘Crown Turndown’; now how
many jewels did you put in that
crown?” (Photo courtesy of Excalibur

Hotel and Casino, a member of Mandalay

Resort Group.™)



Zone Inspection
There are many inspections that might be conducted on
a subroutine basis, but none should be more thorough
and, as a result, more beneficial to total property main-
tenance than the zone inspection program. Zones are
usually created by dividing the entire facility into equal
parts, whereby each inspector is responsible for an equal
workload in a given period of time. Zone inspections
should be conducted in not more than three hours, oth-
erwise they lose effectiveness.

The inspection should be documented, and a tech-
nique must be developed whereby the person or persons
responsible for each zone of the inspection may react to
items found deficient and corrective measures may be
taken before the next inspection. Documentation about
unsafe conditions is also important. Liability in claims
regarding negligence may be greatly reduced if it can be
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shown through documentation that regular, thorough,
and controlled inspections of an entire property are con-
ducted and that there is adequate follow-up on signifi-
cant items.

Weekly Maintenance Inspections
Although zone inspections are all-encompassing for the
entire property, there may be times when a particular
zone is not inspected because of prior superior condi-
tion. This does not preclude public area portions of the
rooms department from receiving a regular weekly
maintenance inspection that is conducted by the senior
housekeeping aide or a department manager. Figure
11.17 is an example of a Weekly Maintenance Inspection
form that could be used by the rooms department su-
pervisor at the end of each week, usually on Friday
evenings, to ensure that the property was in proper con-
dition before the weekend.

Figure 11-17 Senior
housekeeping aide’s Weekly
Maintenance Inspection form
provides a checklist of areas to be
surveyed during an inspection,
which is usually performed on
Friday evenings. The form has a
place to record quality points so
that housekeeping aides may be
included in performance
competition.



Figure 11.17 can also be used to record “quality
points” for work well done. People assigned to clean
public areas in a rooms department can thus be included
in an incentive program with other housekeeping de-
partment personnel.

Inventories

In Chapters 4 through 7, we listed various categories of
inventories with which the executive housekeeper might
become involved. There are some subroutines related to
ordering and keeping track of these inventories. Items of
furniture, fixtures, and equipment (identified as FFE),
along with software items (bedspreads and so on), form
the basis of capital expenditures. These items have lim-
ited useful lives and are depreciated over several years.
Other material items are operational in nature and are
expended over much shorter business cycles (usually a
four-week or monthly period); they are part of the cost
of doing business in the production of revenue over the
same period of time. Items such as cleaning supplies,
guest supplies, and the amortized cost of basic bed and
bath linens are among costs that occur monthly. Not only
must the expenditure of such supplies and linens be ex-
pensed against revenue produced, such items that are on
hand form the basis of balance sheet assets and must be
periodically accounted for. Thus, use, balances on hand,
and supply levels are critical control information that
must be routinely maintained to ensure availability of
materials when needed.

Figure 11.18 is a Cleaning and Guest Supply Inven-

tory for a typical property. Note the units by which cer-
tain supply items are purchased and/or shipped. Note
also the column marked “Par Stock.” This column might
also be marked “Minimum on Hand,” allowing the man-
ager to review counts and determine if stock levels are
falling too low. According to this example, ice buckets
are normally shipped in case lots (CS), each case con-
taining six dozen items (6 DZ). It has a .5 par, which in-
dicates that supply on hand should not fall below one-
half case before reordering.

Figure 11.18 can also be used as a count sheet when
conducting a routine inventory. The last column would
be used to indicate how many of an item should be or-
dered at the next available opportunity.

Figure 11.19 is an Inventory Record Log that can be
used to record information in an inventory logbook or
journal.This type of log describes usage during a given pe-
riod, how supplies were used, current pricing information,
and the value of supplies on hand. Hotel controllers ex-
pect that these types of records are maintained and that
inventories are conducted on a regular and routine basis.

The cost of operations should include only that por-
tion of inventory that has been used up during the pe-
riod. Such costs should not include the value of amounts
purchased but still on hand. Most hotel controllers agree
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that unopened cases of supplies on hand will be valued
at full price in inventory. Once a case is opened, how-
ever, items are considered expended. There may be ex-
ceptions to this rule, allowing departments to account
for individual items remaining in storage in opened
cases at full price. Individual items out of the main store-
room that can be sited in satellite linen rooms may also
be considered in inventory. Once established, whatever
accounting systems are specified by the controller must
be followed.

Storage
Operational supply storage rooms must be closely con-
trolled, and access to storerooms limited to only person-
nel in charge. Certain items of high unit cost or high us-
age such as specialty soaps might even warrant cage
storage to prevent pilferage. Operations in which stor-
age rooms are thrown open for the day usually have in-
ordinate supply costs, and profits are proportionally af-
fected. Tight storeroom controls are usually evidenced
by cleaning supply costs that do not exceed three-tenths
of 1 percent of revenues and guestroom supply costs that
are within six-tenths of 1 percent.

Personnel Utilization

Another important subroutine is the weekly (or some-
times daily) forecasting of man-hour requirements—the
most expensive operational cost in the entire rooms de-
partment. Executive housekeepers should be involved in
the annual budgeting process (discussed later) whereby
they help determine man-hour requirements based on
budgeted occupancies. Once the budget has been estab-
lished, it is imperative that a weekly forecast of expected
man-hour utilization be developed and substantiated
based on the weekly forecast of occupancy. Forecasts
must be in line with expected occupancies and workload,
or higher management must be notified.

Figure 11.20 is an example of a Weekly Wage Forecast

form based on occupancies expected during the third
week of the fourth period in the model hotel. Forecast

occupancy refers to the expected percentage and num-
ber of occupied rooms out of the 353 rooms in the model
hotel. For example, on Tuesday, 94 percent, or 332 rooms,
are expected to be occupied. Wage departments refer to
the accounting classifications assigned to various types
of labor. In Figure 11.20, department 02 is for supervi-
sors, 06 is for fixed-hour employees such as lobby house-
keepers and utility housekeeping aides, 07 is for GRAs,
and 08 is for section housekeeping aides.

The man-hours for supervisors in the model hotel are
the total hours of the four team leaders, the linen room
supervisor, the night supervisor, and the senior house-
keeping aide (minus hours of those scheduled off). The
man-hours for GRAs are obtained from the Table of
Personnel Requirements in Chapter 2.
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Figure 11-18 Cleaning
and Guest Supply
Inventory form, indicating
units by which items are
ordered and shipped, par
stock, units on hand, and
quantities to be
reordered.



The planned numbers of hours for each day are listed.
Hours are totaled both for the seven-day week for each
wage department and for the four wage departments for
each day. Revenue for the expected 2276 rooms (see 7-day
forecast in Figure 11.20) is predicted for the week, and tar-

get statistics are developed involving sales per man-hour
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and GRA hours per expected number of occupied rooms.
Forecast statistics are then compared with those budgeted
to determine whether man-hour forecasts are in control.

Once the forecast is prepared, it is submitted to top man-
agement, who evaluates whether planned operations for
the upcoming week appear to be in control.

Figure 11-18 (continued)



Weekly Wage Analysis
Not only should wages be forecast, but actual expendi-
tures of man-hours should be analyzed after the week
has been completed. The Weekly Wage Analysis, Figure
11.21, is a near replica of Figure 11.20; however, the in-
formation reflects actual expenditures, which should
now be compared with the same week’s forecast to eval-
uate forecast accuracy and to determine where variances
may be occurring that may need adjusting.

Note the variations between Figures 11.20 and 11.21.
In situations in which occupancies were not as predicted,
the executive housekeeper would have made the neces-
sary adjustments during the week through the Tight

Schedule, which would compensate for actual occupan-
cies being less than or more than expected. Note that
Wednesday had been expected to be a 100 percent day
but was not, by a considerable amount. Adjustments
were made to accommodate the lower occupancy, and
GRA man-hours were adjusted to keep labor utilization
in line, thereby keeping statistical targets in line. Execu-
tive housekeepers who do not forecast and analyze man-
hour utilization run the risk of having uncontrollable
wage costs telegraph the department into an unfavor-
able labor-cost situation for the year that cannot be 
recuperated.

Statement Critiques

Period statements provide results of period operations,
especially results in attempts to control costs during
these operating periods. Efficient hotel organizations re-
quire that costs be kept in line with revenues and that
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statements be analyzed to determine where unaccept-
able variations may be occurring. Many hotel organiza-
tions require that statements be critiqued to determine
where revenues and cost are out of prescribed toler-
ances.

Critiques are usually required by top management
within five days after statements are received. Typical
standards for cost control may require that a critique be
made at any time a cost variance is greater than one-
tenth of 1 percent of revenue. Such critiques must ex-
plain why costs are out of tolerance and what will be
done to bring them back into tolerance. (A period state-
ment will be analyzed in detail in relation to Figure
11.33.)

Purchasing

Cleaning and Guest Supplies

Purchasing is a subroutine that can take up a part of
each day for the executive housekeeper. Even though
some hotel chains have centralized national purchasing
of items that bring quantity discounts, for the most part
cleaning and guest supplies will be purchased either by
the purchasing agent in the hotel (if there is one) or by
the department heads for their respective departments.

Considering the size and variability of the house-
keeping cleaning and guest supply inventory, there will
be many suppliers and purveyors who will do their best
to obtain the business from the executive housekeeper.
Suppliers can be outstanding allies in the conduct of ser-

Figure 11-19 The Inventory Record Log is a means of recording information about each item of inventory carried.
Due on hand � prior inventory � purchases � issues � condemned. Variance � due on hand � actual count. Inventory
valuation � actual count � price.
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vices within the housekeeping department, or they can
be outstanding nuisances. Competitively shopping for
suppliers or vendors will simplify the question as to who
will be used and for what products. Figure 11.22 is an ex-
ample of a Competitive Shopping form that can be used
to determine the various attributes of vendors.

A separate shopping form should be maintained for
each and every product that is used in the cleaning and
guest supply inventory. Product prices should be re-
viewed at least once every six months. Comments such
as how well the vendor or purveyor services the account
and how well products are understood and demon-
strated by the vendor are significant when selecting ven-
dors. Price, although important, should not be the only
criterion for selecting a product. Quality, suitability, stor-
age requirements, and lot sizes each play an important
part in making the right selection.

It is not unusual to find that one vendor will be se-
lected for all paper products, another vendor for cleaning
chemicals, and another for mops, brooms, and the various
and sundry items used in day-to-day cleaning. If the num-
ber of salespeople being dealt with can be limited, more
efficient use of time is possible. Some suppliers call on
the executive housekeeper on a weekly basis; others will
call less often. Orders might be placed by phone, whereby
suppliers will visit only occasionally to ensure that the ac-
count is being properly maintained. Periodic or drop
shipments might be arranged, whereby the supplier
rather than the hotel retains the storage problem.

There are two major areas of caution that need be
mentioned at this point. Most suppliers budget funds to
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service the customer. Some will offer prizes and personal
discounts to executive housekeepers for allowing them
to have the hotel’s account. Great caution is necessary to
ensure that it is the hotel that is receiving the discount,
not the executive housekeeper. Said more simply, watch
out for offers of kickback. Every executive housekeeper
should know and thoroughly understand company pol-
icy about accepting gifts at Christmastime or other peri-
ods of benevolence when suppliers are generous with
their clients. Usually, hotel organizations have set guide-
lines about what should or should not be accepted.

On one particular occasion when I was executive
housekeeper, I received a long distance phone call from
a supplier who indicated that its new all-purpose cleaner
was meeting with spectacular success and that if I would
allow the product to be tested on my property, I would
receive at my home address a complete home entertain-
ment center with stereo and TV. Of significant note was
the fact that this new product was $7.80 a gallon to be
purchased in 55-gallon drums. The product currently be-
ing used, and with satisfactory results, had been pur-
chased on a national contract for $1.20 a gallon. You
should immediately recognize who would be paying for
the home entertainment set.

Linens

As you will recall from Chapter 7, in housekeeping op-
erations the term “linens” normally refers to items asso-
ciated with guestroom beds and bathrooms—sheets, pil-
lowcases, bath towels, hand towels, washcloths, and

Figure 11-22 A Competitive Shopping
Form used to compare vendor prices for a
given item of supply inventory. Vendors
should be evaluated periodically to ensure
that the best price is being paid for items
purchased.



fabric bathmats. Several subroutines concerning linens
might be developed. Some might warrant simple policies
and standard operating policies describing the move-
ment of linens to and from the laundry and floor areas
each day, whereas others might relate to routines involv-
ing condemnation, storage, repair, and normal care of
linens. Linens rank second, next to wages, in departmen-
tal costs. For this reason, particular interest must be
taken in the subroutines associated with the inventory
and ordering of linens.

Linen Inventories
The initial supply of house linens might be a part of pre-
opening expenses, whereby initial requirements would
be placed in position for operational use and amortized
over an extended period. Replacement of this initial sup-
ply, however, is an operational expense. Because of rela-
tive costs (labor versus linens) the total supply of linens
should never be so small as to cause employees to have
to wait for linens to service rooms. Overall linen supplies
therefore should be in amounts several times those re-
quired to cover all rooms one time (one par).

If the hotel has an on-premises laundry, an initial sup-
ply of linens includes the following:

1 par To cover all beds and baths (after daily service
is complete)

1 par Soiled or just removed from beds and baths
after daily service (tomorrow’s workload for
the laundry)

1 par Clean and ready to use in servicing guest-
rooms the next day

1⁄2 par New, in storage to be used as replacements
when necessary

31⁄2 par Total

If the property does not have an on-premises laundry,
add one par for linen in transit to and from a commer-
cial laundry.

Because an unnoticed reduction in the supply of
linens can cause a reduction in efficient service to guest-
rooms, physical linen inventories should be conducted
regularly, and accurate records should be maintained to
ensure forewarning of additional needs. Many hotels in-
ventory linens monthly. In situations in which invento-
ries are under good control and count systems are accu-
rate, inventories may be conducted on a quarterly basis.

Let us assume that a 3.5 par is to be maintained for
the model hotel and that linen usage and control are sta-
bilized, allowing for a quarterly inventory. A linen in-
ventory log book should be maintained, with headings
similar to the Inventory Record Log described in Figure
11.19. Periodic needs for resupply are determined upon
the completion of each physical inventory.

On days when inventories are conducted, special care
must be taken to ensure that every piece of linen can be
located for counting. Inventories should be conducted at
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the end of the normal workday when linen movement is
at a minimum. (After the laundry has completed work,
usually all guestroom regular servicing has been com-
pleted and each section housekeeper’s linen cart has
been loaded for the next day’s routine.) Figure 11.23 is
an example of a Linen Count Sheet used by employees
taking the inventory.

The more employees involved in counting linens, the
faster the inventory process can be completed. In addi-
tion, when employees are involved in the actual count,
they become more aware of the significance, impor-
tance, and value of the linen. Each GRA counts linens
loaded on his or her cart; supervisors count linens found
on mobile linen trucks and shelves in satellite linen
rooms. The linen room supervisor and assistant count all
items found in the main linen room. Section housekeep-
ing aides count linens on made-up roll-away beds. Laun-
dry workers count soiled linen in the laundry, which will
make up the next day’s laundry workload, as well as any
clean linen that might be lingering after the day’s work-
load has been completed. The senior housekeeping aide
and assistants count new linen in storage.

When counting bed sheets, differentiation must be
made in sizes of sheets (see Figure 11.23). For conve-
nience, other items not necessarily a part of linens, such
as pillows, blankets, bed pads and bedspreads, might also
be counted at this time.

Where items were located when counted and who
counted them at that location should be noted on the
Count Sheet so that managers can audit certain counts.
(It would not be unusual for the hotel controller to par-
ticipate in the inventory by auditing certain count
sheets.)

When counts have been completed, Count Sheets are
collected and recorded in a Period Linen Inventory

Count Record, such as the one in Figure 11.24. The
Count Record is used to compile all count sheets and
record total linen in use and total new linen on hand.
Once total counts have been determined, they are com-
pared with the prior inventory to determine usages
(same as in Figure 11.18). The separation of linen in use
from new linen is done to assign a proper value to the in-
ventory. Most hotel operations will value new linen
(linen in unopened boxes) at full price and linen in use
at half price. Total linen valuation is thus determined as
follows:

� � � (new linen � price)

� linen valuation

Care should be taken in counting linen to ensure that
unexplained increases do not occur in specific items. For
example, a prior inventory indicates 1000 double sheets
on hand. Between inventory periods there were 500 dou-
ble sheets purchased. Total availability of double sheets

Linen in use � price
���

2



thus should not exceed 1500. A current inventory, how-
ever, reveals that 1724 double sheets are now on hand,
giving an unexplained increase of 224 sheets. When such
as increase occurs, either the prior inventory or the cur-
rent inventory is suspect, requiring that a recount be
made. When such unexplained increases occur, invento-
ries need to be conducted more frequently until inven-
tory subsystems are under control.
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Linen Purchases
Linen inventories reveal the need for purchases, and
there are many linen brokers who gladly service this
type of need. When linen must be purchased from a
linen broker, however, it should be expected that a pre-
mium will be paid. Savings of up to one-third may be
available when the services of a linen broker are not
used and linens are purchased directly from linen mills.

Figure 11-23 A Linen Count Sheet
used by employees counting linen in
various locations of the hotel.

Figure 11-24 Period Linen Inventory Count Record used to record the results of linen inventories. Columns 2 through
9 equal column 10. Columns 10 plus 11 equal column 12. Results are transferred to a Linen Inventory Record Log so
that comparisons can be made with prior inventories to determine usage and variances.



Direct purchases from mills require long-range planning
and purchase arrangements contracted up to 11⁄2 years in
advance, allowing the mill to produce ordered linens at
its convenience.

Such planning may seem impossible, but the annual

linen reorder plan illustrated in Figure 11.25 is quite fea-
sible. Note how quarterly inventories are conducted and
compared with an on-hand requirement of 3.5 par. Linen
orders may be made up for a one-year period, one-half
year before effective date of the order; the order is then
drop-shipped on a quarterly basis. The vertical axis in
Figure 11.25 indicates the number of a particular item of
inventory. Heavy black vertical lines indicate the in-
crease of linen inventory caused by the receipt of drop
shipments. The horizontal axis indicates the passage of
time from one quarter to the next. Diagonal lines be-
tween quarters indicate the linen shortage generated as
a result of linen loss, use, and condemnation that might
occur between inventories. The shortages determined in
each of four quarterly inventories generate annual linen
usage that must be replaced each year. A horizontal line
at some given value indicates the count of a given item
when being maintained at 3.5 par. The count levels are
then seen to vary equally above and below 3.5 par value.

As an example, let us assume that a linen order for
double sheets (DS) is to be developed on 30 June and
will be initiated on 1 January for the upcoming year, and
that said order is to be drop-shipped on a quarterly ba-
sis during the year the order is in effect.The 3.5 par value
of DS is given at 2000. On 30 June, inventory counts re-
veal 1750 DS on hand (250 short of 3.5 par). Shortly af-
ter the 30 June inventory, a drop shipment (prior order)
of 500 DS is expected to arrive that will raise the count
of DS to 2250. Prior quarterly shortages indicate that a
forecast shortage in September may be expected, but a
second drop shipment of 250 DS (already ordered) will
again arrive that will return the inventory count on 1 Oc-
tober to a value of about 1950 DS. A similar quarterly
usage is then forecast for the final quarter of the year,
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creating a forecast shortage on 31 December of 225
sheets. An order may now be created on 30 June, which
will include annual usage (four prior quarterly short-
ages) plus the shortage forecast to exist on 31 Decem-
ber. This annual order may then be divided into four
quarterly drop shipments and the order placed directly
with a mill a full six months before the effective com-
mencement of the order. Hence the formula:

Linen on hand (today) � linen expected to arrive

(prior orders) � shortage (expected at the end of

the current order) � annual usage � 3.5 par �

future order (a negative number)

Order � 4 � expected quarterly drop

shipments to commence six months hence

As has been shown, the preplanned purchase of
linens for future use can produce great economies of op-
eration. Whereas linen brokers are available and willing
to fill linen needs, the profits made by such brokers rep-
resent true cost savings for housekeeping departments
who order linens directly from mills. Linen brokers
should therefore be used only in an emergency.

Personnel Administration

Time Card Control

Another subroutine requiring the daily attention of
management is time card control. Employees should be
counseled at the time of employment as to how many
hours constitute the work shift each day. Some organiza-
tions specify an 8-hour shift, including time off for work
breaks and lunch. Others require that employees clock
out for lunch, thus leaving them on their own time for
lunch. A housekeeping operation may be arranged in
such a way as to have employees on the property for 81⁄2

Figure 11-25 Annual linen reorder
plan shows the supply and replenishment
of a given item of linen inventory.
Appropriate replenishment orders for
quarters 1, 2, 3, and 4 for the upcoming
year may be determined at the
beginning of the third quarter of the
current year.



hours, including two work breaks of 15 minutes each on
company time, but require the employee to clock out for
lunch, creating a net 8-hour workday. This arrangement
is specified; however, employees are still required to
punch a time clock at the beginning and end of each
shift, as well as to clock out for lunch and back in after
lunch. Federal regulations require that time card records
be maintained for each employee to guarantee fair wage
administration.

Some employees, although understanding that their
shifts begin at 8:00 A.M., may clock in early (7:45) and
then expect to be paid for all time worked as indicated
on the time card. Employees must not be allowed to en-
ter times on a time card indiscriminately and expect to
be paid for these times. It therefore behooves depart-
ment managers to set specific ground rules about over-
time and the time spread in which employees may punch
in and out each day.Then, should employees be available
and needed before the normal working day, they may be
asked to clock in early and can expect to be paid for this
early time; otherwise, clock-ins between 7:55 and 8:05
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A.M. will be considered 8:00 A.M. clock-ins. Similar poli-
cies apply to clock-out times.

Many hotels have two time card racks for each em-
ployee; one is for time cards when employees are off the
property, and the other is for time cards when employees
are on the clock. In large operations, quick note of where
the time card is located can determine whether or not an
employee is actually at work.

While the employee is on the property, there should
be a record of a clock-in with no clock-out yet showing.
During this time, managers can audit clock times on
cards from the previous day and indicate the number of
hours that are to be paid based on the punched indica-
tions. This allows employees to note exactly how many
hours they may expect to be paid for the previous day.
Any questions that arise may then be immediately re-
solved. Also, indications of overtime authorization can
be noted.

Figure 11.26 shows an example of a time card upon
which several days of clock time have been recorded.
Note the penciled indications wherein the manager has

Figure 11-26 The daily time card audit. This time
card has been used with a time clock that registers
in Navy time hours and hundredths of hours. It is
actually easier to audit in hours and tenths of hours
than in A.M. and P.M. hours and minutes. Note the
example for Thursday: The first clock-in time is
registered as 15.56 (or about 3:34 P.M.—56/100 of an
hour past 3:00 P.M.). The last clock-out is 23:99 (1/100
of an hour before midnight). By subtracting the
smaller time from the larger, the total time that the
employee was on the property is determined. The
two intermediate times register out and in times for
the dinner break. Subtracting the smaller from the
larger time determines the amount of time taken
for dinner. Finally, subtracting the dinner break time
from the overall time determines actual time on the
clock for pay purposes. Note that the audit of time
on Tuesday indicates a total of 8.5 hours because of
an early clock-in time. This early time was not
authorized; therefore, only the normal 8-hour shift
will be allowed. John Smith would have noticed this
reduction on Wednesday during the normal work
shift. If there were any questions about the audited
reduction, John would have been counseled not to
clock in early unless requested to do so. On
Wednesday, overtime was authorized; hence the 
9 hours were allowed. Some states require that
overtime be paid after the 8th hour worked on any
given day; others require the payment of overtime
only after 40 hours have been worked in one
workweek. In the first instance, John worked 39.5
regular hours and 1 overtime hour. In the second
instance John worked a total of 40.5 hours; hence
only the excess over 40 hours should have been paid
at the overtime rate.



audited the card and indicated the amount of time for
which the employee will be paid. On Wednesday, the
early punch, and hence overtime, was authorized. On
Tuesday, overtime was not authorized and the employee
may need to be reminded of rules and procedures for
clocking in and out. This type of audit of time worked by
employees is a subroutine that should be done on a daily
basis. It is easy to audit time cards using a 24-hour time
clock that records hours and hundredths of hours.

Payroll Administration

The proper payment of wages due an employee is a mat-
ter requiring great attention to detail by the department
manager. Employees have a right to expect to be paid
for work performed. It is therefore vital that department
managers ensure that hours worked during a given
workweek be properly recorded on time sheets from
which actual pay will be calculated.

Time sheets are normally given to department man-
agers by the payroll department before the end of each
workweek. Time sheets contain an alphabetical listing of
all employees on the payroll. Employees hired after time
sheets are originated may be added. Assuming there has
been a daily audit of time cards at the conclusion of the
workweek, the time cards must be totaled and their val-
ues entered on time sheets (Figure 11.27), which will be
submitted to the personnel department timekeeper or
paymaster.

Weekly time sheets indicate the number of hours for
which employees will be paid. Days off are also indi-
cated so that no blanks are noted for any day; special
forms of pay are entered where appropriate. Items such
as sick pay, vacation pay, total regular time, overtime,
and wage rates are entered, as are the wage department
classification under which the employee is to be paid.
Some employees may have a secondary job code for
which they may be paid at a secondary rate. For exam-
ple, the section housekeeper in wage department (07)
may work one day during the week as a relief for a se-
nior housekeeper in wage department (02). The em-
ployee should then be paid at the higher wage rate for
that particular day. After all time has been correctly
recorded, summaries of information are included on
Weekly Wage Analysis reports (Figure 11.21).

Proper wage administration includes orientation of
the employee in understanding when wages will be paid.
Given a workweek that runs from Saturday through Fri-
day, time sheets would normally be prepared at the end
of work on Friday. Lapse time, which ranges from five to
ten days, is required to prepare checks. Depending on
methods of payroll preparation, pay due an employee
for the week ending Friday, June 5, for example, may not
be presented until Wednesday, June 10, creating what is
known as time in the hole.

The employee must be counseled at the onset of em-
ployment that pay for work completed on the upcoming
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Friday of the first week worked will not be received un-
til Wednesday, 5 days hence. Even though this procedure
may be burdensome for some employees, it is better to
have a payday far enough delayed to guarantee that pay-
checks will be available on the stated payday than have
earlier stated paydays that are not met due to late arrival
of paychecks. Late paychecks tend to produce major up-
roars and should be avoided.

Employees need to understand that upon termination
of employment, pay owed will be received and termina-
tion will not affect amounts owed. Employees who quit
their jobs should expect to wait for scheduled paydays to
receive their pay. It is best if employees who are termi-
nated by the company be paid off immediately with a
special paycheck in order that they need not return to
the property after termination.

Because the department manager is controlling the
employee’s working time and pay, the passing out of
paychecks is the department manager’s responsibility,
which should not be passed on to any other department
(such as the personnel department).

Employees whose names appear on time sheets for
which no pay is entered constitute two categories of per-
sonnel; those on legal and granted leaves of absence

(LOA) and those who have been terminated but for
which no terminating paperwork has been received by
the payroll division. This latter category requires the im-
mediate attention of the department manager to ensure
that time sheets do not contain the names of employees
who no longer work for the company.

The subroutine of time sheet preparation is a tedious
and time-consuming one requiring great attention to de-
tail. With proper training, however, the task can be dele-
gated on a rotating basis to all department supervisory
personnel. An authenticating signature of the depart-
ment manager (or acting manager) should be required
on all time sheets.

Performance Appraisals

One subroutine that must never be neglected is perfor-

mance appraisals of all employees within the depart-
ment. Every employee has a right to know manage-
ment’s expectations and to receive appraisals of how
well responsibilities and tasks are being carried out. Per-
formance appraisals should be conducted at stated in-
tervals and at other times when appropriate.

The first regular appraisal occurs at the end of a pro-

bationary period of employment. Employees are usually
hired for probationary periods, which may last from
three to six months. An employee should be notified at
the end of a probationary period that his or her perfor-
mance has been satisfactory and that he or she is now
considered a full-time permanent, temporary, or pool
employee in good standing. Or the employee should
have been advised well in advance of the end of the pro-
bationary period that the performance was lacking.
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Figure 11-27 A weekly time sheet prepared by the payroll department illustrating a computer-printed page of an
alphabetical listing of employees on the payroll. An entire department payroll may be made up of many such pages.
Explanations for entries on the weekly time sheet are as follows:
Adams: Worked five regular days as a section housekeeper (07); was off on Wednesday and Thursday. A total of 

40 hours worked that week at a pay rate of $9.90/hour for total weekly earnings of $396.00.
Brown: A GRA; worked three regular days under a primary job classification (07) and two days under a secondary

job classification (02) (a supervisor). Also worked nine-tenths of an hour overtime, for which she will be paid
time and a half.

Carter: Worked two regular days as a public area housekeeper; had two regular scheduled days off, had requested
and was granted three days’ vacation pay.

Green: Worked three regular days, was scheduled off for an extra day, and was granted eight hours sick leave.
Jones: Has been on a leave of absence for several weeks. (Leave was authorized, therefore benefits continue to

accrue.)
King: Worked three regular days; requested and was granted two days sick leave. Also worked three-tenths of an

hour overtime.
Smith: Similar schedule to Adams; off Sunday and Monday.
Thomas: Worked two regular days, was off two days, then failed to return to work. Thomas was terminated. He will

be paid monies due on the next regular payday. Had Thomas been fired, he would have been paid off
immediately and a cross-reference made on the time sheet that he had already been paid.

White: Worked four regular days, asked for and was granted one day administrative leave (without pay). Also had a
secondary job classification but did not work in that capacity during the workweek.



Managers who wait until the end of a probationary pe-
riod to inform an employee that performance has been
unacceptable are being insensitive to the human dynam-
ics of supervisory responsibilities.

Routine performance appraisals should occur at
stated intervals. After successfully completing a period
of probationary performance, the time of the next per-
formance appraisal should be made known to the em-
ployee (usually one year hence). When a probationary
period is successfully concluded, it should be presumed
that the employee is capable of performing the task as-
signed properly. Failure to continue to perform in a like
manner is an indication of unsatisfactory performance
and becomes worthy of a special performance evalua-
tion. When performance is noted as being routinely out-
standing, it should also be made the subject of a special
performance evaluation.

Satisfactory and outstanding performance evalua-
tions should offer consideration of pay increases in ac-
cordance with company policy. Assuming that an em-
ployee has successfully passed from a probationary
status, a raise in pay is appropriate. One year later, given
satisfactory performance, another pay increase might be
expected.

Many companies have pay scales that allow for a start
rate, base rate, one-year rate, and maximum rate for each
job classification. For example, for the GRA the follow-
ing rates might apply:

Start rate $9.50/hour
Base rate $10.00/hour
One-year rate $10.50/hour
Maximum rate $12.50/hour

The start rate is applied when the person begins em-
ployment. Given satisfactory performance at the end of
a three-month probationary period, pay will be in-
creased to the base rate. Satisfactory performance
throughout the year warrants an additional pay increase
at the end of the year if for no other reason than infla-
tion. The same might occur for the next three years.
Upon reaching the maximum rate, no further increases
may be obtained, other than for changes in wage scales
due to cost-of-living increases or promotion increases.

Essentially satisfactory performances warrant standard
increases to the limit specified by the type of work per-
formed, not years in service in a specific job category. The
wage scale might be expected to increase each year due to
cost-of-living increases, not seniority. To achieve better-
than-standard wage increases, the worker must be above
average or be promoted to the next higher classification.

Technique of Performance Appraisal
Performance appraisals should be personal between the
manager and the employee. The manager may consult
with other supervisors, but the actual appraisal should
come from only one of the department managers.
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In Chapter 8, a Personnel Action Form (PAF) was in-
stituted for each employee who was hired.The front side
of the PAF (Figure 8.4) contains all pertinent identifying
data on the employee, and the back (Figure 8.5) is used
for performance appraisal. Longtime employees might
have several PAFs in their personnel jackets, which had
been completed any time the employees had significant
personal data changed or when performance was ap-
praised. The front side of the most recent PAF contains
the most current data on the employee, with the back
page blank awaiting the next needed action (change of
data or performance appraisal).

The human resources department helps the executive
housekeeper recall when performance appraisals are
due for each employee by pulling the most recent PAF
and sending it to the housekeeping department.The sub-
routine of performance appraisal requires action when
such appraisals are sent to the department (usually
within one week). A set time each week might be sched-
uled for writing and presenting these appraisals to em-
ployees.

As Figure 8.5 shows, the appraisal form requires the
following:

1. A statement of observed strengths.
2. An indication of whether objectives assigned have

been met.
3. A statement of observed weaknesses. (It is highly

doubtful that an employee’s performance will be
perfect. Weaknesses therefore should be noted in or-
der that the employees know where they need im-
provement. A performance appraisal indicating no
weaknesses is an implied statement that improve-
ment cannot be made in any aspect of performance.)

4. A statement of counseled action—what the em-
ployee should do to improve performance and what
the employer will do to assist.

5. An estimate of when the employee should be ready
for promotion (does not guarantee that promotion
will be gained).

Once the appraisal has been prepared, a conference
with the employee should be scheduled. The written ap-
praisal is used to discuss the employee’s performance.
After discussion and ensured understanding, the em-
ployee should sign the appraisal as an acknowledgment
that he or she has in fact received the appraisal and is
aware of the meaning of its contents.The signature is not
an acknowledgment of the accuracy of the contents of
the appraisal, only that it has been received and under-
stood as the appraiser’s view. The employee should then
be allowed to comment in writing in the space provided
on the appraisal. Should the appraisal warrant an in-
crease in pay, such notation would be made on the front
side of the PAF, as should a notation as to when the next
appraisal is due.



Special Appraisals

Special appraisals should be conducted in a similar man-
ner as regular appraisals, except that the occasion would
be to either note routinely outstanding performance or
substandard performance. Poor performance should be
appraised before the employee’s performance becomes
unsatisfactory. This allows for corrective action before
the possibility of termination. The PAF may be used to
document that a verbal warning has been issued or to
document an official written warning. When poor or
questionable performance must be appraised, a tech-
nique known as leveling should be used. The leveling

technique is carried out as follows:

1. Conduct leveling sessions on a one-to-one basis.
There are rare exceptions when a third person
should be present to validate conditions or obser-
vations; one-on-one is usually more open and con-
ducive to agreement and future commitment.

2. Be completely honest and straightforward. Do not
use the leveling technique if less than total honesty
is contemplated.

3. Deal with the problem as soon as possible. Immedi-
ate action is much better than delayed action. De-
lays in dealing with a problem imply a weakness on
the part of management and a lack of willingness
to deal with unpleasant issues when they occur in
hopes that problems will go away. They usually do
not.

4. Set up the room so that nothing is between the
evaluator and the employee. Move out from behind
a desk and sit as an equal with the employee. Do
not stand while the employee sits, or vice versa.

5. Go immediately to the problem. No small talk or
jokes are appropriate.

6. Send “I” messages. “I” messages show concern
without implying that the employee is necessarily a
bad person. Statements such as “I am concerned
about your repeated tardiness for work” or “I am
troubled because you are having difficulty adjust-
ing to your fellow workers” are not so likely to put
the employee on the defensive but will likely cause
the person to open up and talk about problem 
areas.

7. Give honest positive reinforcement when deserved,
but never patronize.

8. Listen. Half of communication requires listening,
understanding meanings, and determining where
people are coming from when they talk.

9. Avoid references to past mistakes if they are not
relevant to current issues. (Past mistakes should
have been dealt with in the past. It is now that

counts.)
10. Arrive at a mutual decision or understanding as to

what future actions or behavior may be expected.
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11. Reconfirm understandings by providing written
notes of discussions and decided actions; do this for
the record and provide a copy of such notes to the
employee (may be a copy of a written warning).

12. Keep the entire encounter professional and free of
emotion on the part of the evaluator. Should the
employee become emotional, allow the employee
to calm down before proceeding with the appraisal.

Employee performance appraisal is one of the most
important aspects of personnel administration in which
the executive housekeeper will become involved. A
manager gets things done through people.To understand
this requires a commitment to the understanding of hu-
man dynamics and a desire to be a professional in the
task of supervision.

Communication and Training

Good management requires an absolute understanding
of proper delegation and how such delegation brings
about commitment and involvement on the part of em-
ployees. Successful commitment cannot be attained by
being secretive about matters that employees have a
need to know out of concern for jobs to be performed or
about matters that they want to know, which indicate
that employee performance is contributing to the suc-
cess of the company. Commitment and involvement
stem from thorough orientation, individualized training,
and regular meetings through which the employees get
the word.

Departmental Meetings

On a regular basis (at least monthly), departmental

meetings should be scheduled. They should be interest-
ing, informative, and productive. Praise for jobs well
done is always appropriate in departmental meetings
where individual praiseworthy performances may be
recognized in front of others.

Announcements about upcoming events and the suc-
cess (or failure) of past events are appropriate, as well as
management observations about certain happenings. A
portion of meetings should be devoted to the presenta-
tion and discussion of new hotel policies, as well as the
regular and periodic review of existing policies.

Guest comments as to service (both good and bad)
need to be presented; however, specific comments about
poor individual performance are best presented in pri-
vate. Meetings should allow time for questions from em-
ployees, whereby management may learn about matters
concerning employees.

The executive housekeeper should allow junior man-
agers and supervisors to chair meetings but should al-
ways be present to convey management’s control over



meetings. Team leaders should conduct regular (simpli-
fied) meetings with team members, keep notes of such
meetings, and discuss the results with the executive
housekeeper.

Long-Range Planning

Budget Formulation (The Once-a-Year 
Subroutine)

There are many cases in which budgets are presented to
executive housekeepers that dictate how much in the
way of labor and supplies will be expended in the per-
formance of tasks. Such budgets, which originate with
top management and are handed down, seldom draw the
commitment of operational managers, because little or
no planning was contributed at the department level.
The participation of the executive housekeeper in for-
mulating the operational budget for the housekeeping

department is essential if managers are to commit them-
selves to successful accomplishment of the long-range
plan known as the budget.

Top Management’s Input to the Budget
Top management must be involved in the budgeting
process: Company expectations should be stated and na-
tional trends analyzed; criteria should be established re-
garding standards to be met in the use of supplies; mar-
keting plans must be finalized for the upcoming year;
and budget guidance is essential. Once these tasks are
done, however, each department of the hotel should be-
gin the task of assembling, from a zero base, require-
ments for the expenditure of man-hours, materials, and
money to produce the service or product that will be cre-
ating revenue. After identifying expected sales and re-
lated costs, top management should critique the budget,
indicating where adjustments must be made in order
that company or corporate objectives will be met. If
modification of the budget is necessary, it should be re-
vised by the operating departments until agreement is
reached.

The Budget Cycle
The operational budget cycle usually requires several
months from the onset of planning until critiques and
adjustments are finalized. The budgeting process must
therefore be begun well in advance of the beginning of
the budget (fiscal) year.

Operational budgets usually reflect periods of the fis-
cal year. Some hotel operating budgets are constructed
with each of the 12 months reflecting a period. Other
systems reflect 13 (28-day) periods, each of which is
made up of four consecutive weeks. The 13-period sys-
tem seems most appropriate because periods will start
on the first day of a scheduled workweek and will end on
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the last day of the following fourth workweek. It allows
for the comparison of revenues and costs on a consistent
basis each period.

Budget periods based on calendar months create 2
months out of 12 in which an extra payday will occur,
causing a distorted comparison of wage cost against rev-
enues. Such distortion will not occur in 13-period sys-
tems. In addition, set days of each period will always oc-
cur on the same days of the week in each period,
allowing for systematic comparisons of similar days. For
example, assume that workweeks begin on Saturdays
and end on Fridays. The first day of every period will
then occur on a Saturday. The sixteenth day of every pe-
riod will similarly always be the third Sunday of each pe-
riod. Except for special holiday periods, hotel revenues
and resultant costs of operations will more likely reflect
similarity by days of the week than any other statistical
criteria.

The Budgeting Subroutine
Each budget planning cycle is commenced by those in-
volved in budgeting room sales. Schedules indicating
the volume of room sales to be expected on each day of
the upcoming year are prepared and finalized before
operational cost budgeting is begun by any department
affected by fluctuating occupancy (such as housekeep-
ing). Most schedules of expected room sales will also
show a comparison of the upcoming budget year with
the existing year in order that growth can be analyzed.
Not only will growth in the sale of guestrooms be sig-
nificant, but changes in average room rate and expected
period revenues will later prove significant in the devel-
opment of statistical targets for the housekeeping 
department. Figure 11.28 is an example of a typical
Consolidated Room Sales Summary which will serve as
a basis for the formulation of the housekeeping depart-
ment’s budget.

Wage Classification
Because man-hour utilization represents the highest
housekeeping cost of operation, the greatest detail in
justification will be required in the development of man-
hours to be expended. Recall that man-hours for the var-
ious types of work performed within the housekeeping
department are classified for accounting purposes. In
our earlier example, man-hours worked by GRAs were
classification (07), hours worked by section housekeep-
ing aides were (08), those worked by supervisory per-
sonnel were (02), and those worked by public area, linen
room, and utility personnel do not fluctuate and are
therefore classified as fixed hours (06). Other classifica-
tions of man-hours to be performed in a rooms depart-
ment include front office personnel (01, 03, 05), which
would be under the control of the front office manager.
Figure 11.29 illustrates a system whereby man-hours are
classified into wage departments.



Budget Justification
The executive housekeeper needs to explain how man-
hour requirements are established for each wage de-
partment. Usually a standard form for man-hour justifi-

cation is prepared and included as part of the budget
submission package. Figure 11.30 is an example of a bud-
get justification of man-hour form explaining utilization
of GRA man-hours (wage department 07), which is one
wage department for which the executive housekeeper
in our example was responsible.

Considering the expected occupancies noted in Fig-
ure 11.28, the executive housekeeper refers to the Table
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of Personnel Requirements (Table 2.2) to determine ex-
actly how many man-hours will be required to service
this occupancy for the model hotel. Statements about
method of operation as related to the GRA wage de-
partment (07) are based on the least number of man-
hours that will accomplish the servicing of budgeted oc-
cupied guestrooms.

Figure 11.30 illustrates the detail of the budget justifi-
cation, although justification sheets for other wage de-
partments may not be so detailed. Note that night oper-
ations are identified separately; training costs are also
identified separately but are not included at this point.

Figure 11-28 A Consolidated Room Sales Summary presents the expected room sales, percent occupancy, average
room rate, and sales dollars to be generated by the annual budget. Current statistics are provided for comparison, and
percent increases in number of rooms to be sold and revenue dollars are given in relation to the current year. The
Consolidated Room Sales Summary must be developed and distributed to all departments before cost budgeting can
be initiated. Since the budget cycle must be begun about the tenth period of the active year in progress, figures listed
as “actuals” for the tenth through thirteenth periods are “forecast” since they have not yet occurred. As the budget
process continues, these last-period forecasts of the active year will be updated. For illustrative purposes, however,
assume that all periods of the current year have been completed.



Training cost will be added with other property training
costs and summarized separately. In the example, it is es-
timated that four employees will be replaced each pe-
riod at a training cost of 24 nonproductive hours per em-
ployee replaced per period.

If a critique challenge is made by top management to
the detail expressed in the budget justification, a clear
statement as to what service will be discarded or down-
graded before hours can be reduced must be made. If
profits must be increased but services maintained at the
level specified in budget justifications, average room
rates would have to be increased to improve revenues
and resultant profits. Such may be the topic of discussion
during budget critiques.

Wage Summaries
Figure 11.31 is a summary statement of all man-hour and
wage cost information for the entire rooms department.
At the bottom of Figure 11.31 is the calculation of the
sales per man-hour. This is an efficiency calculation re-
ferring to the number of wage department (07) man-
hours to be expended for each dollar of sales revenue
generated. Once the statistic is accepted, it becomes an
efficiency target to be maintained or bettered in each pe-
riod. Later, comparisons of sales per man-hour for the
budget year with that for the current year indicate
whether efficiencies are being maintained, exceeded, or
lessened over the prior year.

In our example, revenue for the budget year is re-
flected as $6,138,031. GRA hours (Wage Department
07) required to service the occupancy that generates this
revenue will be 53,088 man-hours. Sales per man-hour
then becomes $11,593,881 � 53,088 � $218.97. Upon ac-
ceptance of this statistic, revenue may be compared each
period with GRA hours to determine whether the sta-
tistic is achieved or is more or less than budgeted. If the
current year sales per man-hour figure is more than
what is budgeted for the year, it indicates improved effi-
ciencies for the department.
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Budgeting Supplies and Other Controllables
The budgeting of other controllable items, although not
as detailed as man-hours, will require the same effort.
Figure 11.32 shows the entire rooms department budget.
Note the format by which current year actuals and pro-
jections through the end of the current year are com-
pared with next year’s budget.

The final budget is divided into six parts: total sales,
total salaries and wages, total employee costs, total con-
trollables, control profit, and statistics. The presentation
of wage cost is by wage department, the balance of
which has now been added for the entire rooms depart-
ment. The total employee costs refer to costs over and
above salaries and wages, including benefits averaging
about 20 percent of salary and wage cost. Controllables
refer to the various supply cost accounts where monies
will be needed. Not all cost accounts fall under the
purview of the executive housekeeper, but those that do
are obvious. They include cleaning supplies, guest sup-
plies, laundry expenses, linen costs, and parts of several
other accounts, including general expense. Each control-
lable cost may also be expressed as a percentage of rev-
enue. For example, cleaning supplies might approximate
three-tenths of 1 percent of revenue and guest supplies
approximate six-tenths of 1 percent of revenue. Such sta-
tistics have a tendency to vary with type of hotel, type of
market, expectations for excellence, and other specific
factors.

Budget in Operation
Once the budget has been developed, it will be critiqued
as we described earlier. Once approved, the major long-
range operational plan is now in place for the upcoming
year.As the budgeted year progresses, period statements
will be produced by the accounting department in a
form almost identical to that expressed in the budget, as
illustrated in Figure 11.33.

New actual costs are next to what has been budgeted.
The executive housekeeper is expected to explain any

Figure 11-29 A wage classification
system for budgeting and
accounting purposes is necessary in
order that man-hours in specific
wage categories may be budgeted,
collected, and analyzed.



serious negative deviations from the plan and how these
deviations will be corrected. This type of control is one
of the major challenges to expert professional house-
keeping. The executive housekeeper, having been a part
of the budget process, should look forward to the man-
agement challenge afforded by budget planning, analy-
sis, and control.

To understand budgets and the related processes,
carefully analyze the explanations given in Figures 11.32
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and 11.33. For Figure 11.33, a period critique of ques-
tionable items directly under the control of the execu-
tive housekeeper might appear as follows:

Critique notes
(1) and (2) Wage cost for supervisor remains high in

the third period and continues a trend
established in the first two periods; GRA
wage costs appear inordinately low,

Figure 11-30 Budget
justification for man-hour
utilization is used to support
requirements for man-hours
in various wage categories.
A specific justification
document is needed for each
wage category. (Note: This
particular form with position
title “Section Housekeeper”
refers to GRAs.) The method
of department operation is
written out and then
summarized in tabular form
for each period of the
budget year. This form
becomes a part of the
budget submission package.
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Figure 11-32 The rooms department budget, which combines all sales budgeting that will generate revenues for the
rooms department and includes related costs from the front office and housekeeping. The budget is annualized and
displayed side by side with the current year in order that comparisons can be made. Certain key budget items have
been compared with revenues as a percent of revenue to provide performance targets. Dollars, as well as man-hours,
are budgeted. Department control profit is established, as are statistical targets generated from which performance
can be measured. Other supporting data (Figures 11-28, 11-30, and 11-31) form a part of the budget package that will
be presented to top management for review and approval. Once approved, the budget is spread into 13 period
budgets, which will be used to compare actual happenings when they occur in each period.
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Figure 11-32 (continued)
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Figure 11-33 Rooms Department Period Statement indicating progress toward the budget for the third of thirteen
periods in the fiscal year. (The statement refers to Figure 11-32, which is based on the model hotel.) Note that the
third period is compared with the spread budget for the third period, and that year-to-date (YTD) comparisons (totals
of periods one, two, and three) are also made. Look closely to see if performance for the third period reflects
improvement toward the overall year or a deterioration of performance.
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Figure 11-33 (continued)



considering occupancies slightly above
budget (line 30, page 2).

(3) Major purchases of all-purpose cleaner
were paid in periods one and two. These
purchases will not recur for six months.
Area will be under control and will be
on budget by the fifth period.

(4) Completed contract with AJAX Exter-
minator Company and paid balance of
contract due. A major cost reduction will
accrue upon commencement of contract
with GETTABUG Company.

(5) General expense purchases over budget
by $1241.00 in the third period and are
$2963.00 YTD. Purchases have involved
the expensing of new shelving for the
main linen room, as opposed to the in-
clusion of these items in last year’s capi-
tal expenditure budget. Controller indi-
cates that approval is forthcoming to
transfer these cost items to capital ex-
penditures. Item is already over budget
for the year. If this transfer is not made,
additional funds need to be budgeted in
this area.

(6) Guest supplies for third period are now
under control after being well over budget
for periods one and two due to payment
of invoices for annual supplies of guest-
room stationery. Item will remain in con-
trol for the remainder of the fiscal year.

(7) Laundry expense now under control af-
ter major breakdown in second period
required the use of outside laundry 
services.

(8) Period linen expense reflects payment of
invoice for drop shipment. Expense well
under control for the year.

(9) Uniform cost well over budget due to di-
rection from top management to change
senior housekeeper’s uniform (not bud-
geted). Cost savings during the year
should bring this item near control by
the end of the fiscal year.

(10) Total controllables 32.4 percent over
budget for the period but only 5.8 per-
cent for YTD. Controls and management
decisions as indicated will make annual
budget attainable and on target by the
fifth period.

(11) Control profit requires no comment
since it is under control.

(12) and (13) The trend noted (1 and 2) is also re-
flected in supervisor and GRA hour use.
[What appears to be happening is that
supervisors are cleaning guestrooms in
the absence of sufficient GRAs on daily
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staff. This problem will persist if (07)
staffing remains low or if there is an at-
tendance problem with GRAs.] Manage-
ment attention to this area of personnel
administration will be forthcoming.
Staffing and call-off problems will be re-
solved and under control by the begin-
ning of the fifth period.

(14) Average wage rate being high may be a
reflection from another department. In
addition, low turnover can keep a wage
rate high.

(15) Rooms department sales per man-hour is
in excellent condition.

(16) GRA hours per occupied room is too
low (.41 as opposed to .47 budgeted—
and getting worse). This is another indi-
cation that rooms are being cleaned by
supervisors at a higher wage rate.

The use of supervisors to clean guestrooms is the most
glaring problem revealed when analyzing the period
statement. Immediate attention is needed here. Other ar-
eas out of control have been recognized and intentions for
corrective measures have been given. Analyze other por-
tions of the statement to ensure understanding.

Summary

Subroutines are as much a part of the executive house-
keeper’s daily concerns as the housekeeping daily rou-
tine.Although the subroutines mentioned in this chapter
do not directly relate to one another, the tie between
them is the need to make each one a routine rather than
an exception to the daily routine.

Because all routines recur periodically, they are sub-
ject to standardization and procedural specification
through the use of forms. Numerous forms were intro-
duced, all of which could be modified to fit any hotel, hos-
pital, or health care operation of any size or complexity.

Participation in the subroutines by junior managers
and supervisors serves two important functions: It adds
to personnel development, and it frees the executive
housekeeper to become more involved in solving unique
problems and in thinking creatively.Although many sub-
routines are handed down by top management, a well-
informed and progressive executive housekeeper can be
very influential in presenting and fostering the develop-
ment of subroutine ideas that could become company-
wide standards of practice.

For organizational purposes, subroutines were pre-
sented under five major headings: cleaning and mainte-
nance, operational controls, purchasing, personnel 
administration, communication and training, and long-
range planning.



1. What are the differences and similarities between sub-
routines and daily routines in housekeeping depart-
ments?

2. Name three subroutines not mentioned in this chapter.
In a new operation, why is it so important to identify as
many routines as possible and to prepare SOPs as
quickly as possible? What major role do SOPs play in
the operation of a department?

3. Describe the concept of zone inspection. How is it re-
lated to the Division of Work Document and the Area
Responsibility Plan? In what way does a zone inspec-
tion program facilitate the development of junior man-
agers?

4. Explain a maintenance work request system. Describe
the flow of information required to ensure proper 
control.
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5. Who should inspect guestrooms? Develop a plan
around each person listed, indicating how many rooms
should be inspected by each person, how often, and
why.

6. Prepare a department meeting agenda. How would
you go about gaining maximum participation from 
attendees?

7. Explain what is meant by the 13-period system. What
are advantages and disadvantages of using this system
for operational reporting? For financial reporting?

8. List the parts of a budget submission package. Explain
the use of each part. How would you justify expendi-
tures for additional GRA man-hours during the evening
shift after being told that room rates would be 
increasing?

KEY TERMS AND CONCEPTS

Subroutines
Public areas department
Director of public areas
Stewards department
Chief steward
Public areas
Cleaning and maintenance circuits

(rounds)
General cleaning
Deep cleaning
Projects
Repair and physical maintenance
Maintenance Work Request Form
Second request
Maintenance inspection
Maintenance Checklist
Room inspections
Inspectors
Spot-check
Inspection day
Inspection programs
Property inspection program
Fresh look
Zone inspection program
Zones

Documented
Weekly maintenance inspection
Inventories
Control information
Cleaning and Guest Supply Inventory
Count sheet
Inventory Record Log
Controller
Forecasting man-hour requirements
Weekly Wage Forecast
Forecast occupancy
Wage department
Target statistics
In control
Weekly Wage Analysis
Actual expenditures
Period Statements
Critiqued
Purchasing
Purchasing agent
Competitive Shopping form
Physical linen inventory
Linen Count Sheet
Period Linen Inventory Count Record
Total linen in use

Total new linen on hand
Linen valuation
Linen brokers
Linen mills
Annual linen reorder plan
Time card control
Time sheets
Time in the hole
Leaves of absence (LOA)
Time sheet preparation
Performance appraisal
Probationary period of employment
Pay increases
Pay scale
Leveling technique
Departmental meetings
Operational budget for housekeep-

ing department
Operational budget cycle
Periods
Consolidated Room Sales Summary
Wage departments
Man-hour justification
Sales per man-hour
Controllable items

DISCUSSION AND REVIEW QUESTIONS

NOTE

1. Based on an interview with Clarence R. Johnson, 
MELCOR. Reprinted from Stan Gottlieb, “Maintenance:
A Workable Program for the Smaller Property,” Lodg-
ing, May 1984. Copyright © 1984, American Hotel Asso-
ciation Directory Corporation.


